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Insurance and Pension Law

Practice area In the sphere of Insurance and Pension Law, our team stands out

with unparalleled industry knowledge and a comprehensive suite of

competencies. We have represented major Danish and international

insurance, reinsurance and pension companies in a series of

landmark cases, providing expert advice on all regulatory aspects,

including transactions and restructurings of large Danish and

international insurance and pension firms.

Our team excels in both general and regulatory insurance and pension law, as

well as reinsurance. We offer advisory services for court cases and dispute

resolution, the drafting and negotiation of insurance distribution agreements,

insurance contracts and pension agreements, and the creation and amendment of

insurance conditions. Additionally, we handle the undertaking of portfolio

transfers in connection with restructurings and mergers.

Our in-depth understanding of the insurance and pension sector, coupled with

our involvement in significant cases, enhances our capability to offer top-tier

advice. This expertise is further strengthened by our active participation in trade

associations such as the Danish Association of Insurance Law, AIDA Europe, and

the International Insurance Law Association (AIDA).

Our extensive experience in the industry provides us with unique insights,

allowing us to collaborate effectively with our clients to devise solutions that

deliver maximum value.
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Cases

Case  News 08.12.2023

Danish Supreme Court finds for AP Pension in group action concerning change of pension

schemes

Case  News 27.06.2023

PenSam Pension divests subsidiary PenSam Forsikring

Case  News 17.03.2023

AnaCap Financial Partners to divest Oona Health and Dansk Sundhedssikring for DKK

2.25bn

Case  News 22.03.2021

Dismissal of case due to lack of jurisdiction in Denmark

https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2023/12/danish-supreme-court-finds-for-ap-pension-in-group-action-concerning-change-of-pension-schemes
https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2023/06/pensam-pension-divests-subsidiary-pensam-forsikring
https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2023/03/anacap-financial-partners-to-divest-oona-health-and-dansk-sundhedssikring
https://plesner.com/en/insights/highligts/2021/03/dismissal-of-case-due-to-lack-of-jurisdiction-in-denmark
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Our specialists

Andreas Rye-Andersen

Attorney-at-Law,Manager

Mobile +45  24  59  14  21

Direct +45  36  94  12  47

Ema il ary@plesner.com

Charlotte Hasseriis

Iversen

Attorney-at-Law (L),
Partner

Mobile +45  30  93  71  29

Direct +45  36  94  13  45

Ema il chi@plesner.com

Marie-Louise Hoffmann

Attorney-at-Law,Manager

Mobile +45  24  59  22  91

Direct +45  36  94  11  79

Ema il mlh@plesner.com

Anna Kristine Johansen

Attorney-at-Law,Manager

Mobile +45  30  93  71  62

Direct +45  36  94  12  80

Ema il akj@plesner.com

Tobias Heinel-Yde

Attorney-at-Law,Director

Mobile +45  42  71  41  15

Direct +45  36  94  12  18

Ema il thy@plesner.com

Torben Bondrop

Attorney-at-Law (H),
Partner

Mobile +45  40  10  91  56

Direct +45  36  94  13  40

Ema il tbo@plesner.com

Sarah Schæffer

Attorney-at-Law (L),
Partner,LL.M.

Mobile +45  30  93  71  84

Direct +45  36  94  11  48

Ema il ssc@plesner.com

Søren Vagner Nielsen

Attorney-at-Law (H),
Partner

Mobile +45  29  99  30  36

Direct +45  36  94  11  81

Ema il svn@plesner.com

Daniel Boel Idorn

Attorney-at-Law,Director

Mobile +45  50  50  86  27

Direct +45  36  94  22  35

Ema il da im@plesner.com

Henrik Kristensen

Attorney-at-Law,Director

Mobile +45  29  99  30  64

Direct +45  36  94  15  54

Ema il hbk@plesner.com
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2024 The  Lega l 500

Within Insurance, Plesner is a first tier firm.

"Experienced and skilled lawyers, who provide high-quality legal services to their

clients. They have an excellent track record of success and a deep understanding

of the law in their area of specialization"

"Plesner has a lot of experience and a fine reputation"

"Highly skilled and professional lawyers. Substantial knowledge of each case,

every detail has been assessed and dealt with"

"Their professionalism and thoroughness are of great value to our collaboration"

2023 The  Lega l 500

Within Insurance, Plesner is a first tier firm.

"The team has the best possible skills. The team members always act

competently, matter-of-factly and politely towards everyone, both clients and

counterparties"

"Highest quality but still approachable and easy to talk to. The team is effective,

knowledgeable and inclusive"

"Very professional and the collaboration works perfectly. Great knowledge in the

field and always able to quickly give advice and guidance"

"They have great knowledge in the field and specifically about the products we

deal with. Always well prepared and really good at sharing knowledge"

"Skilled at keeping a leash on matters and providing commercial legal advice, they

are professionally skilled and good at seeing all pitfalls"
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Within Insurance, Plesner is a first tier firm.

"I know that the team is among the absolutely most talented lawyers in the

industry. Furthermore, I know the lawyers in the team as extremely proper and

sympathetic with a very high ethical standard"

"The insurance team at Plesner ranks as one of the top teams within the industry

field. They have been and remain one of the most sought out top law firms within

Insurance. They represent the largest insurance firms in Denmark and provide

solid advice"

"The team at Plesner thrives with challenging disputes and complex cases and is

able to handle all types of insurance cases with an outstanding professional

attitude and overview. They are very easy to work with and have great

personalities"

"Strong analytical and organisational skills. We are impressed by Plesner’s ability

to coordinate and drive forward an insurance transaction of very significant

proportions. In every contact we have had with the team, they have been on top

of things and had a rational and pragmatic way forward"

"Market-leading team of insurance law specialists with the skills and the

experience to deal with every single aspect of Danish Insurance Law and Tort

Law"


